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Housekeeping

• Ask questions! Use the chat window and we’ll answer them at the end

• Webinar is being recorded and will be emailed to you

• Interested in learning more about a topic discussed? Contact us after the webinar



Agenda

• Overview of DAA AdChoices Principles
& Guidelines for video

• Review of Enhanced Notice &
Compliance Tips by the Better Business
Bureau and ASRC

• Presentation of Evidon’s solutions
available for Video Ad Compliance.



INTRODUCTION

According to the IAB, fifty-nine percent of marketers’ digital advertising budgets are currently allocated to digital video. 
In parallel with a staggering rise of retargeted ads on mobile and in apps, video is also emerging as the marketer’s 

preferred channel to retarget and reach customers. In an effort to keep up with this remarkable growth in the video 
advertising arena, increased regulation from the US self-regulatory organizations has begun.



Digital Advertising Alliance:  YourAdChoices Icon & Ad 
Marker Creative Guidelines for Video



The little icon that could… 

DAA | Update at a glance
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Effective self-regulation that covers the interest-based ad ecosystem….

DAA | Update at a glance
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And keeps pace with consumer, however she engages…

DAA | Update at a glance
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And receives independent enforcement…

DAA | Update at a glance
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New Data from IAB

Video | A Huge Driver of Digital Advertising & Engagement 

IAB Internet Advertising Revenue Report 2017, released by Interactive Advertising 
Bureau (IAB), and prepared by PwC US ($1000s):

13.5 percent of Total Digital Media Spend (US) is in the Video Category.
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https://www.iab.com/


2017 DAA survey data…

Video | How Do We Bring Trust to the Consumer?

Source: DAA Poll, Survey Monkey, May-June 2017
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2017 DAA survey data…

Video | How Do We Bring Trust to the Consumer?

Source: DAA Poll, Survey Monkey, May-June 2017
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Video | A Transparency & Control Experience for the Consumer

How do we bring the consumer a privacy 
experience she expects?
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Available at digitaladvertisingalliance.org/resources

DAA Resource:  YourAdChoices Icon & Ad Marker Creative Specs
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Guidance for agencies, advertisers, publishers and ad tech… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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Other DAA Resources available to IBA community… 

Ad Marker & Icon Placement
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ENHANCED NOTICE BASICS
Better Business Bureau presents: 



Why Enhanced Notice?

• Provides consumers with two benefits:

I. Alerts consumers to the fact that data collection for IBA is taking 
place on a website or through a mobile app

II. Provides a pathway to a disclosure where consumers can learn 
about IBA activities occurring and opt out

• By highlighting this background activity taking place on a website or a 
mobile app, explaining it in plain language, and pointing to one or 
more choice mechanisms, enhanced notice helps consumers 
understand IBA and empowers them to make choices about the use of 
their data



First Party or Third Party? Why Not Both?

• Depending on your function at any time in the digital ad serving chain, you may be 
a first party, a third party, or both
• You may be a first party if you are a website owner and operator. You have the 

same responsibilities whether your site is B2C or B2B.
• You may be a first party if you are a mobile app publisher
• You may be a third party if you offer a mobile ad SDK that enables IBA
• You may be a third party if you operate a demand-side platform

• Even if you normally function primarily as a third party, when you operate your 
own website or app, you are a first party and must provide proper disclosures 
and enhanced notice about third-party data collection for IBA.

• Remember, you can be both a first party and a third party



Quickly: Enhanced Notice Responsibilities

• If you are a first party, you should deliver enhanced notice:

• Web/mobile web: on every page where third parties are collecting data 
(usually in footer)

• Apps: In the right place, at the right time (in store, at first run, etc.)

• Must link directly to the place where you explain this IBA activity, 
including

• a link to an industry-developed opt-out tool such as WebChoices or 
AppChoices, or a link to the opt-out of every third party collecting data on 
the website

• a statement of adherence to the DAA Principles

• If you are a third party, you will generally provide enhanced notice in or 
around the ads you place

• Commonly use the AdChoices Icon          and/or the phrase “AdChoices” 

• Should go directly to place on the third party’s website that explains its IBA 
activities, how to opt out, states adherence to Principles



Shared Responsibility for Compliance

• The Rule: When assessing your compliance with the Principles, always remember 
that everyone involved in serving an IBA ad shares responsibility for ensuring that 
each ad is compliant.

• Example: LifeLock, Initiative, AOL, MediaMind cases

• LifeLock interest-based ads were being served without the required enhanced 
notice

• Responsibility for serving the AdChoices Icon shifted during the LifeLock 
campaign, but poor communication resulted in each company thinking someone 
else was responsible. Further, LifeLock, while aware of the OBA Principles, did not 
fully understand its compliance responsibilities under them, due at least in part 
to poor communication between LifeLock and its ad partners.



ENHANCED NOTICE IN VIDEO



Enhanced Notice: Video Ads

• In the video ad context, implementing enhanced notice is challenging for 
many reasons, including:
• Multiple entities in the ad decisioning and serving chain

• Advertisers and players are generally in control of the user experience

• Most popular version of VAST (2.0) and other software technically unable to 
respond to flags for AdChoices Icon

• Because of these technical challenges, the Accountability Program 
forbore from enforcement of the enhanced notice provisions of the DAA 
Principles in the video ad space.



Enhanced Notice: Video Ads

• However, following consultation with 
industry stakeholders, the Accountability 
Program has found implementing 
enhanced notice is now easier to 
achieve

• This is due to a maturing market and 
technical capabilities enabled by VAST 
3.0 (released in Jul. 2012) and VAST 4.0 
(released in Jan. 2016)



Recent Compliance Warning: Video Ad Enhanced Notice

• In December 2017, the Accountability Program 
issued a compliance warning to industry on 
providing enhanced notice on video ads

• Consumers expect the same notice and choice 
regardless of ad format

• DAA Principles apply to video ads just like other 
ad formats, whether based on interest 
segmentation, retargeting, cross device, etc.

• The current DAA technical specifications also 
allow for footer-level or app-level notice in 
instances where in-ad notices do not work.



Recent Compliance Warning: Video Ad Enhanced Notice

• Video Ads Enhanced Notice Compliance Warning reminded companies of their compliance 
obligations and pointed them to useful resources for implementing enhanced notice in video

• Accountability Program issues Compliance 
Warnings to industry to remind them about their 
obligations in particular data use scenarios

• We also clarify how we view the DAA Principles as 
applying in new or complex scenarios

• Set a forbearance deadline of April 1, 2018

• Encouraged industry members to reach out 
to us if they are not compliant

http://www.bbb.org/globalassets/local-bbbs/council-113/media/behavioral-advertising/compliance-warning-cw-05-2017-video-ads.pdf


More on the Video Ad Compliance Warning

• Interest-based video ads must be accompanied by enhanced 
notice
• In or around the ad itself 

• Or provided by the first party on the third party’s behalf

• This enhanced notice must alert consumers to the fact that a 
video ad is interest based and provide easy access to the 
company’s disclosures of its IBA practices as well as its IBA opt 
out



More on the Video Ad Compliance Warning

• We do not mandate a specific means for supplying the enhanced notice
• Companies may choose to 

• use the widely adopted AdChoices Icon
• follow the video ad marker guidelines published by the DAA
• conform to the VAST 3.0 or 4.0 framework
• find their own, bespoke means of ensuring enhanced notice is provided

• “So long as a company’s solution is clear, meaningful, and prominent, and so 
long as it leads consumers to the requisite information on IBA and to an easy-
to-use choice mechanism, the enhanced notice link will be compliant.” 

• We are glad to review any proposal for compliance and will not 
institute a compliance action against any company that proactively 
consults us in good faith



• In-video enhanced notice arose as part of this case, which was opened 
for other reasons

• LKQD swiftly came into compliance, including by adding enhanced notice 
to its ads, demonstrating that companies could act to add enhanced 
notice in video ads

• LKQD also indicated that it would require in its contractual terms that its 
first-party partners comply with the DAA Principles

• Outcome: marketplace is growing, self-regulation works!

Video Ads Case Study: LKQD Technologies, Inc. 



COMPLIANCE TIPS



Video Ad Compliance: Essential Advice

• Publishers: provide enhanced notice on your
page or app
• 35 cases on this point

• Do your third parties and yourself a favor

• Players: make sure you provide enhanced 
notice functionality

• Companies in the middle: understand how you fit into the ecosystem
• If you can do nothing else, you can bind companies on either side of you to comply with Principles

• Make sure you do not break the compliance chain—pass opt-out signals, enhanced notice flags, 
etc.



Video Ad Compliance: Commercial Reasonableness

•Key takeaway: We will not require you to do anything 
that is commercially unreasonable. If you do not think 
you can reach compliance in a commercially reasonable 
manner, let us know, and we will work with you

• These consultations are confidential and will not result 
in a compliance action when you come to us first



HOW EVIDON CAN HELP



Evidon’s Newly Updated 
Video tags
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• Tags specifically coded to be 
compatible with VAST 3 & 4 

• Easy to use- just create the tag in our 
Self Serve platform & generate 

• VAST 3.0 introduces  the <Icons> 
element which is new to VAST 3 and 4.  

• This makes it really easy to display the 
icon. Our tag will sort out the ad width 
and height. Everything else here, other 
than placement position,  is fixed. 

• VPAID tag also available for those still 
leveraging this solution (not available 
in platform yet) 



Evidon Video Experience:
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AdChoices icon populates & user clicks
Bringing them to 
the customizable 
Evidon opt-out 
page. 



QUESTIONS?



LET’S TALK

Audrey Trainor
atrainor@evidon.com

linkedin.com/in/findaudreytrainor/


